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QUESTION: 1
How many administrators can be logged in to an MSM Controller at one time?

A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
By default, every Mobility Controller is configure as the Primary Mobility Controller. After
checking the Mobility Controller Discovery box on the Discovery screen, which unique
address needs to be entered to indicate that this is not the primary controller?

A. IP Address of your device
B. IP Address of the primary controller
C. MAC Address of your device
D. MAC Address of the primary controller

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
A customer has been locked out after attempting to log into the MSM Controller. At default
setting, how long will he have to wait before being allowed to login again?

A. 1 minute
B. 5 minute
C. 10 minute
D. until the MSM Controller has been reset

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
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You have been asked by your customer to create a wireless network in public area with
centralized user authentication. Given the following choices, which authentication method
would you choose to implement?

A. 802.1X authentication
B. MAC authentication
C. Web authentication
D. WEP authentication

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
When is AP Provisioning required before deploying controlled APs in a simple network
topology?

A. when using a local mesh to connect to the network
B. when an AP needs to be deployed with dynamic IP address
C. when the access point is using a Group other than the Default Group
D. discovery of third party access points
E. when you have Layer 2 connectivity to a controller

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
You have an operational Local Mesh environment that employs multiple Master Nodes to the
same wired network. Each Master node supports a Local Mesh Protocol infrastructure of
several levels including both Alternate Master nodes and Slave nodes. Each access point is
configured to Automatically find mesh ID. An Alternate Master node fails. What will the
downstream node or nodes do?

A. automatically by-pass the defective node and reconnect to the original path uplink from the
defective node
B. automatically select a new available uplink connection with the lowest path cost within its
own Mesh ID
C. automatically select a new available uplink with the lowest path cost in any Mesh ID
D. not reconnect and wait until the defective node is replaced or otherwise becomes operational
again
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
What are the three Local Mesh roles?(select three)

A. Master
B. Sister Slave
C. Alternate Slave
D. Center Device
E. Slave
F. Alternate Master

Answer: A, E, F

QUESTION: 8
What are the two types of Local Mesh methods?

A. autonomous;controlled
B. indoor;outdoor
C. short distance;long distance
D. static;dynamic

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
What is the maximum number of MSM765zl modules you can install in a ProCurve switch?

A. 1
B. 2
C. 4
D. No limitation

Answer: C
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